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Hello New World, Update #1 

March 20, 2020 

    

Wow, what a ride! 

When I was a kid, I took great pride in and viewed it as a challenge, to ride every roller 

coaster with my hands above my head. What a rush that was! In the financial markets, last week 

was the wildest roller coaster ride in history. But wait, perhaps I should present this update 

following the outline of the original communication from last Friday, March 13th. So first the 

virus: 
 

We still have many more questions than answers, but there is some possible good news to 

report. At least two labs have stated that they have developed a vaccine that they claim is ready 

for clinical trials. True? I don’t know but we certainly all hope and pray so. Also, three drugs 

have shown promise in treating those with the virus. One has been used for decades to treat 

malaria, one was used on Ebola, and another is something newer from Japan. All in all, I’d say 

pretty good news in just one week’s time. On the other side of the coin, confirmed cases are 

growing and growing. I suspect that we should all expect to have confirmed cases in our home 

geographic areas soon. This should not come as a surprise, but this may elevate the emotions 

associated with such things, as it brings the crisis even closer to home. In last week’s letter I 

stated a 30 to 45 day period was needed to gain knowledge of this “invisible enemy” and I still 

think that timeframe is valid. We are only seven days in, so as difficult as it may seem, patience 

is what is commandingly required now. Instead of saying 30 to 45 days, let’s put days on the 

calendar that we can look toward as progress dates in the understanding of this virus. Let’s mark 

down April 15th, the traditional tax filing day (although this year it’s now July 15th), to May 1st, 

May Day, as “up periscope” dates to see where we are and what our factual understanding is. I 

believe we will have much better data and therefore much more certainty by then. Patience 

please. 
 

Let’s update the various actions/reactions: 

Society: “Social distancing” will be the phrase that defines 2020. Virtually all restaurants 

are closed for on premise dining. It is now take out or delivery only. Bars are closed also. Now, 

any gathering of 10 people or more is verboten. At last count five states, including New York 

and California have issued shelter in place mandates. Air travel is becoming a rarity. Everything 

is slowing to a crawl. 



 

Government: the Trump administration seems to be making progress in the fast tracking 

of the manufacture and distribution of masks, gloves, respirators and other needed medical 

equipment. The House passed a $100 billion bill that no one read. When one congressman was 

virtually attacked by a reporter for voting against the bill, after all, how could he do such a thing? 

His response was “because they handed it to me 12 minutes before the vote.” How much pork do 

you think is in that bill? But wait, the Senate is working on a $1.5 trillion plus bill, reportedly 

giving direct payments to people, small businesses, airlines, hotels and others. I only wish that I 

had the confidence that such enormous sums of money will be efficiently directed toward those 

who have/will be affected by this societal shut down. Those who need it to pay their bills after 

being laid off. Those who need it to make payroll, so that they won’t have to lay off workers 

and/or close down their businesses. I only wish I had such confidence, but I do not. President 

Trump did stop interest accrual on student loan debt, but note that the borrower needs to take 

action for this to occur. Tell your family and friends with student loans to Google it to find out 

what to do. All of this suggests a government debt that is on a parabolic curve upward. I propose 

a contest. On Saint Patrick’s Day 2020, the debt was, in round numbers, $23,528,000,000,000. 

What do you think it will be on Saint Patrick’s Day 2021? Email your answer to the office at 

info@texaswealthmanagement.com. I will think of a nice prize between now and then for 

whoever gets the closest. April 15th will be the deadline for entries. Then I will reveal my guess. 
 

Federal Reserve: Last Sunday, March 15, 2020, yes on Sunday, the Fed made a major 

announcement even though they already had a regularly scheduled meeting for Tuesday and 

Wednesday, just a couple days later. Normally they would announce any policy change at the 

conclusion of their meeting on Wednesday afternoon. Instead, on Sunday (has that ever 

happened before?) they announced a full 1% interest rate drop to a new low of 0% to .25%. They 

also announced that were going to print 700 billion dollars ($700,000,000,000) and mostly buy 

newly issued treasury bonds with it so that the government has the money to spend as outlined 

above. The market obviously interpreted this unprecedented announcement as the Fed freaking 

out, and if the Fed is freaking out, maybe we should bail out. Stocks fell 12% the next day. 

Monday, March 16, 2020 was the second largest one day percentage decline in history. 
 

Markets: Let me circle back around to the opening of this letter. The absolute panic and 

frantic selling accelerated for the week ending March 20th. The most volatile week for stocks 

ever and what a roller coaster. Monday down, Tuesday up, Wednesday down, Thursday up, 

Friday down. 9% swings seemed commonplace. By the end of the week, US indexes were down 

15% or so and many foreign indexes down 20% or so. Many of us have been warning about a 

couple of things in particular for a few years now. The movement towards “indexing” 

investments and a huge increase in trading volume done by computers. An 
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algorithmic/programmatic computer selling tsunami triggered a vicious feedback loop of 

volatility, illiquidity and outflows. The world is not ending, but this is what happened last week 

in the stock market. Oil prices fell to $20 a barrel. Likely temporary but still huge. When interest 

rates go down, bonds go up, but not this week. Investment grade bonds, yes even “safe” bonds 

had their worst four day performance in history, dropping 6% or so. Gold seems to have maybe 

stabilized at around $1,500, still positive for the year. Markets will calm down. There is a finite 

amount of “panic money” and we might be close to flushing it out of the markets. Someone once 

said that it is at times like these that valuable assets pass from the hands of renters to the hands of 

owners. To be wealthy, by definition, you must be an owner. Markets will calm down but that 

will not mean we are at a bottom. Investors’ first quarter statements will be out in a couple of 

weeks. First quarter earnings will be out in about a month or so. New economic statistics will be 

released each week. None of these will look good, so we may very well experience another but 

likely smaller wave or two of selling. We find ourselves in the tough spot of a bear market where 

it seems to be too late to sell but too early to buy. Patience is the word of the day. A major 

buying opportunity is in our future. We will keep you apprised.  
 

We also learned this past week that we were once again selected by Barron’s Magazine 

as one of the Top 1,200 Financial Advisors in the United States. Let’s hope we can live up to that 

billing as we help you navigate through this current storm. 
 

We want to say thank you to each of you. Our heart and our efforts are with you, your 

health and your financial future.   

 

Sincerely,  

Michael W. Hesse, CFP, CLU, ChFC, CPFA  

Texas Wealth Management LLC, Managing Member  

 

 


